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17 Goals

169 Targets

231 Indicators



What does it mean
for SDGs
storytelling?







Netherlands – BookStart ProgrammeNetherlands – BookStart Programme

The researchers found that it was those children with attention disorders who benefitted most from the programme, with the effects of
BookStart becoming even more pronounced in the long-term.  Children enriched oral language, literacy and comprehension skills.



Australia – Better Beginnings Programme

A recent return on investment analysis found that every dollar invested in early literacy development through Better Beginnings yields
$5.64 in social value.



China – Neighbourhood Libraries

1,170 N-Libraries organised 1,027 various reading promotion activities while serving 30,000 readers and lending more than 328,000
books. The programme has been listed as one of priorities in the public cultural service system in Guangdong province.



Ukraine – Fairytale Tram

More participating children become regular library users, bringing about 25 new readers to the Library each year. Parents have seen
impact – after visiting the Tram, children are more likely to be seen with books and carries over into reading at home.



Argentina – Seniors’ Technology Skills

“No one at home had the patience to teach me how to use a smartphone. I learnt a new language of technology but also had a place to
socialise and make connections.”. An added value for seniors is having someone to talk to socially, reducing their feelings of isolation and

loneliness.



Russia – Reading to Dogs to Develop Skills

“…children are not afraid anymore, their reading and colloquial abilities have significantly improved to a level where they can freely
communicate even with strangers”





Iraq – Digitising Documentary Heritage

Over 460 users have been able to access and study these manuscripts digitally thanks to this initiative. Iraqi and international master’s and
doctoral students are now able see and study  images of these manuscripts.



India – Supporting Research on Urbanisation

Since 2013, there has been an increase of 276% in library usage, which correlates to a significantly increased institutional research output
from 52 articles in 2013 to 497 in 2020.



Kazakhstan – Human Library

Nearly half of the participants of the human library events said that it was an excellent start towards the community seeing the uniqueness
of each individual and dispelling pre-conceived notions. 62% said that these sessions lead them to have a dialogue and interact with those

people who they think are suppressed by society.





Croatia – ‘Greentivities’

Results from the programme’s evaluation show that nine out of ten greentivities participants have gained  understanding of their personal
impact on the environment. 74% of the programme’s participants indicated that they have started to recycle more often since participating

in the programme.



Ireland – Sustainability Campaign Love Our Library

In three years, over 1,000,000 kWh of electricity and €65,000 have been saved. The surplus from the initiative was used to install a new air
curtain at the main entrance, a living wall in the library's 24-hour reading room and to purchase an electric van. Recycling rates increased

from 5% to 70%, and 1,234,000 litres of water were saved.





Ukraine – Garbage Hero

According to research conducted among 90 participants in the project, 70% responded that their families’ recycling habits had changed
drastically as a result of the Garbage Hero project.



Colombia – Children’s Environmental Literacy

The Library’s environmental workshops have become an integral part of the school’s curriculum and continue to contribute to improving
students’ environmental literacy.



Ecuador – Travelling Libraries

In Floreana Island, the Travelling Library serves the island’s only local school, which has 3 teachers and 20 students. It is the first library
on the island, supporting school curricula with every following suitcase.



Costa Rica – Social Responsibility Programme

3,000 kilograms of garbage (about 300 garbage bags) were removed from the beach. During the event, they also distributed recycling and
waste-sorting information throughout the community. There was a workshop on making crafts from recycled materials, with 50 community

members and librarians participating.



#Lib4Dev

#DA2I

#GlobalGoals



IFLA Storytelling Manual



Storytelling Flowchart



Every story must answer three questions

Description of a
problem or
challenge in the
COMMUNITY that
your library activity,
project or programme
was designed to
address

Brief description of
your LIBRARY
activity, project
or programme

Description of
IMPACT on the
community and
evidence of its
contribution to
development
needs

WHY? WHAT? SO WHAT?

Community
Data

Performance
Data Outcomes Data



Why - Community Data
WHAT WE WANT TO TELL

• Community demographics and
social & economic context

• Geography, infrastructure,
assets or resources

• Community life and key issues,
challenges

• Situation and needs of your
target group

WHERE CAN WE GET DATA

• Census
• Official sources of local government
• Data from NGOs and community

organisations
• Surveys, focus groups, interviews
• Reports, newsletters, newspapers



What - Performance Data
WHAT DO WE WANT TO TELL

• What and how much did we do
– specific library services,
activities, projects or
programmes

• Who was involved and how –
partnerships

• Who, how and how many we
served - participants

WHERE CAN WE GET DATA

• Library statistics
• Library project reports
• Partner organisations’ reports



So What (Impact) - Outcomes Data
WHAT DO WE WANT TO TELL

• What was the effect of our
services, activities, projects or
programmes on community and
target group – impact

• What changed – outcomes
(knowledge, skills, behaviours,
attitudes, quality of life)

WHERE CAN WE GET DATA

• Impact evaluation surveys
• Tests and measurements
• Interviews, focus groups
• User stories and testimonials
• Photos, videos
• Partner reports



Outcome areas that might be relevant
https://www.projectoutcome.org

• Civic/Community
Engagement

• Digital Learning
• Economic Development
• Education/Lifelong Learning
• Early Childhood Literacy
• Job Skills
• Summer Reading

https://www.projectoutcome.org/


Use few key numbers Show tendencies over time

Use visuals & quotes

45%

65%
81% 85% 84%

Pass rate

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

“The hands-on computer classes helped me pass
the ICT exam, and also my English exam, because
of the reading,” said Anna. Anna, aged 17, is now a
proud student at secondary school, and well on the
way to achieving her dream of becoming a
policewoman.



Thank you!
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